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Abstrat
We study numerially ross ondutanes in a four-terminal all-graphene setup. We show that far
away from the Dira point urrent ows along zigzag diretions, giving the possibility to guide the
urrent between terminals using a tunable pn-juntion. The devie operates as a gate-ontrolled
urrent swith, and the eletroni properties of graphene are ruial for eient performane.
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Graphene, the two-dimensional form of arbon, has been reating a lot of interest not
only in the physis ommunity but also in the eletroni industry, due to its extraordinary
physial properties [1, 2, 3℄. These properties inlude, for example, exeptionally high
harge mobility, room temperature ballisti transport, ultrahigh thermal ondutivity and
mehanial strength. Provided that the manufaturing questions will be resolved, in the
long term graphene ould be used as material for high-performane nanoeletroni devies,
even on exible and transparent substrates.
Keeping in mind the ultimate goal of building all-graphene iruits, it is important
to study the eletri properties of more omplex geometrial strutures. Multiterminal
graphene devies have been studied theoretially in [4, 5℄. It was shown, for example, that
near the Dira point evanesent modes lead to quantum orretions in the multiterminal
ross orrelations [5℄. Eets like these are interesting, sine they probe the unique ele-
troni properties of graphene. One of the most unusual onsequenes of the quasi-relativisti
eletron dynamis is the Klein tunneling [6, 7, 8℄. The eet entails that eletrons inoming
to a potential barrier in graphene an ouple to the hole states inside the barrier and transmit
through perfetly, sine baksattering is stritly forbidden in lean graphene pn-juntions
[9℄. Theoretially, graphene nanodevies based on manipulating harge arriers by potential
barriers have been proposed earlier in [10, 11℄.
In this letter, we study multiterminal ondutanes in a four-terminal geometry and
see how the intriate properties of graphene an be exploited even further. We show, for
example, that the ross ondutanes between dierent terminals an be tuned by a step
potential. In other words, the devie performs as a urrent swith ontrolled by a top gate.
The studied geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The entral region (devie area) is a retangular
graphene island. The size of the the island is given by a pair of numbers (Na, Nz), where Na
(Nz) is the number of outermost atoms on the armhair (zigzag) edge, as shown in the gure.
The width of the devie is W/a =
√
3Nz and the length L/a = 3Na/2, where a ≈ 0.142 nm
is the arbon-arbon distane. We attah left-right symmetri armhair leads onto the four
orners of the island and study the ross ondutanes between the four terminals. One an
view the rst terminal ating as a soure of eletrons, and our aim is to ontrol the urrent
to one of the other leads.
We alulate the urrents numerially in the linear response and zero temperature regime,
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The setup for an (Na, Nz) devie.
as desribed by Datta [12℄. The retarded Green's funtion for the devie area is given by
GR(E) =
[
(E + i0+)−HD −
4∑
α=1
ΣRα (E)
]−1
, (1)
where HD is the tight-binding Hamiltonian for the devie area and {ΣRα}4α=1 are the self-
energies desribing the four semi-innite leads. The energy E an be interpreted as the
overall Fermi level EF of the system. The tight-binding Hamiltonian of graphene is H =
−∑i,j tijc†icj , where tij = t ≈ 2.7 eV for nearest neighbors and zero otherwise. The ross
ondutane between leads α and β is given by the Landauer transmission formula
Gαβ ≡ − dIα
dVβ
=
2e2
h
Tr
[
s
†
αβsαβ
]
, (2)
where sαβ is the sattering matrix desribing eletron transport from lead β to lead α [13℄.
The element |snmαβ |2 of the sattering matrix denotes the probability that a transversal mode
m in lead β is sattered to mode n in lead α, and the trae Tr
[
s
†
αβsαβ
]
is a sum over all
these probabilities. The traes are alulated using the formula
Gαβ =
2e2
h
Tr
[
ΓαG
RΓβ
(
GR
)†]
, (3)
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The ross ondutanes as a funtion of the length Na for a devie area with
width Nz = 52. Fermi level is at EF = 0.8t. Insets: Shemati representations of the urrent ow
for seleted aspet ratios (A-C).
where the oupling matries are given by the imaginary parts of the self-energies, i.e.
Γα = i
(
ΣRα −
(
ΣRα
)†)
. Sine we are working in linear response, we refer to urrent and
ondutane interhangeably.
Let us start the analysis by looking at the eets of geometry. The width of devie is
xed to be Nz = 52 and we hoose leads suh that eah lead is onneted to 13 atoms in the
zigzag edges. For small Fermi energies, the urrent is nearly evenly distributed between all
terminals (see below). However, for a high Fermi level one starts to see diretion-dependent
eets.
The results for ross ondutanes at EF = 0.8t as a funtion of the juntion length Na
are shown in Fig. 2. The ondutanes are given in units of the ondutane quantum
GQ = 2e
2/h. There are nine propagating modes in the leads whih is the maximum total
transmission for leads of this width. Figure 2 shows many interesting features. In a short
juntion, the dominating ross ondutane is G12, meaning that most of the urrent travels
straight from the terminal 1 to the terminal 2 (point A in the gure). Inreasing the length
makes the ross ondutane G12 smaller until at Na ∼ 50 the ross ondutane G14 peaks
(point B). This an be interpreted as a reetion from the opposite wall, giving the rst hint
that the ow of urrent is not haoti by nature.
When the length of the juntion is still inreased, the ross ondutane G13 starts to
inrease, peaking at Na ≈ 100 (point C). Interestingly, this orresponds to an aspet ratio
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The ross ondutanes as a funtion of the Fermi level for a (104, 52)-
juntion. The zigzag diretion is preferred only near EF = t.
of tan−1(W/L) = 30◦. This proves that for this high a Fermi level, the urrent has a strong
tendeny to propagate along the zigzag path from terminal 1 to terminal 3. This is due to
trigonal warping in the two non-equivalent orner points of the Brillouin zone [2℄.
The requirement L =
√
3W means roughly Na = 2Nz, so we x the geometry to be
(104, 52). The ross ondutanes as a funtion of the Fermi level for a (104, 52)-juntion
are shown in Fig. 3. For EF . 0.5t ross ondutanes are nearly equal, indiating that
all terminals are equally probable points for exit. Thus the behaviour of the urrents inside
the retangular middle area ould be desribed as haoti. This is not surprising, sine the
relativisti dynamis in retangular dots is known to be non-integrable [14℄. Only when
EF & 0.5t starts the ross ondutane G13 to dominate due to the tendeny to propagate
along the zigzag path. This tendeny requires the Fermi level to be rather high, sine in
the Dira one all diretions are on equal footing, and to get out of this regime the Fermi
wavelength must be redued to be of the same order as the lattie onstant.
In the rest of the paper, we study how we an ontrol the diretion of the urrent using
a potential step. The results for the ross ondutanes as a funtion of the height of the
step are shown in Fig. 4. The shape of the potential is V (x) = V [1 + exp(−2x/d)]−1, with
a smoothening fator d = a. This is a very steep barrier, and one gets pratially the same
results for d → 0. In Fig. 4, one an see three regions of primary interest: (i) For V . 0
the urrent ows mainly to terminal 3 due to the tendeny to propagate along the zigzag
path. (ii) For V ≈ 0.8t the right part of the system is at the Dira point and most of the
urrent is reeted from the barrier to terminal 4. The evanesent modes do not ontribute
here, sine also the semi-innite leads in terminals 2 and 3 are at the Dira point. (iii) For
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The ross ondutanes as a funtion of the step height V for a steep potential
barrier. The entral region is of size (104, 52). Insets: (a) Energy diagram in the longitudinal
diretion. (b) Shemati representation of the urrent ow for V = 2EF . The barrier works as a
Veselago lens with refrative index n = −1, fousing the urrent to terminal 2. Part of the urrent
is reeted to terminal 4.
V ≈ 2EF the barrier works as a Veselago lens with a refrative index n = −1, and the
urrent transmits to terminal 2. This is the entral result of our paper: the urrent an be
swithed between two terminals using a pn-juntion.
To understand the dierene between points (i) and (iii), let us briey review the priniple
of Veselago lensing [15℄. Consider a ase in whih the left half of the graphene island is at
hemial potential µL and the right half at µR = −µL, meaning that there is a symmetri
np-juntion in the middle of the island. Inoming eletrons with a propagation angle θ
an tunnel through the barrier as holes. The propagation angle of the outgoing hole is
then θ′ = −θ, sine the onservation of transverse momentum requires kc sin θ = −kv sin θ′,
where kc and kv are the Fermi wave vetors in the n and p regions, respetively. Thus the
barrier works as a Veselago lens with a refrative index n = −1, meaning that we an fous
the harge arriers to terminal 2 instead of terminal 3. Note that the maximum of G12
is roughly 3/4 of the maximum of G13, indiating an approximate probability of 3/4 for
transmission through the np-juntion. This is in reasonable agreement with the theoretial
value of T = cos2 (30◦) = 3/4.
Inreasing the smoothness of the barrier redues the ross ondutane G12, sine
theoretially, transmission through a symmetri, smooth pn-juntion is given by T =
exp
(
−pikF d˜ sin2 θ
)
, where d˜ is the eetive length sale of the step and kF is the Fermi
6
wave vetor [16℄. But in this ase, the urrent ows to terminal 3 for V = 0 and reets to
terminal 4 for V = 2EF , meaning that the swithing eet is not lost but modied.
It is worth mentioning that we have onsidered a symmetri struture, in whih the
number of atoms in the leads in the transverse diretion is odd. Due to the small size of the
omputational domain, the eets of breaking this symmetry are signiant. The preise
form of the leads is not, however, ritial to our results: one an reprodue qualitatively
similar results in the entire energy range using square lattie leads, when the loal potential
in the leads is hosen to orrespond to a good desription of ontats [17℄.
In onlusion, we have studied ross ondutanes in a four-probe all-graphene system.
It was shown that in our setup aspet ratios of tan−1(W/L) = 30◦ lead to strong turning
urrents due to the preferene of urrent to propagate along a zigzag path, when the Fermi
level is high. One this situation is realized, the urrent an be ontrolled by introduing
a potential step in the middle of the island. Smoothening the potential destroys Veselago
lensing to some degree, but even in this ase one an ahieve swithing between two terminals.
The fat that the leads were onneted to zigzag edges is important, and we leave studies
on dierent kinds of setups for future work.
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